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NAT FULL SHIP HORN & SHIP

(nat full)
'ship horn'
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
the port brings business --
SHIP OFFLOADING

(nat full)
'offloading ship'
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
jobs --
NAT FULL TRUCK ROARING BY

(nat full)
'tractor trailor'
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
goods and services to baltimore every day. 
NAT FULL - SEAGULL & BAY FILE

(nat full)
'seagull & boat'
HOLDING VIDEO

(narrator track)
the final destination of the famous chesapeake bay --
PORT EXTERIOR FROM KEY HIGHWAY

(narrator track)
the port hosts a rich history now being celebrated in maryland schools.
NAT FULL CLASSROOM

(nat full classroom)
(kids counting) '42, 43, 44...'
SHOTS OF THE KIDS

(narrator track)
students pore over original what are called 'primary source' documents --
NAT FULL 1726-31 GIRL RED TURTLENECK

(nat full)
'...pieces of evidence that show an event in our history...'
KIDS & LIST AGAIN

(narrator track)
in this case the primary source is a  list of workers from 'way back when'...
CUTS OF STILL PICS

and the course is called 'the port of baltimore history curriculum.'


The maryland state department of education has launched the port curriculum in coordination with the port of baltimore tricentennial committee. 
SOT NANCY GRASMICK 540-43

(sot nancy grasmick)
'There's really important information to be shared...'
CUTS NSG AND STUDENTS

(narrator track)
300 years of the great port fuels courses in history science, economics, and geography.
SOT NANCY GRASMICK 857-05CG - NANCY GRASMICK         MD SCHOOLS SUPERINTENDENT(COVER BACK HALF W/REENACTMENT)

(sot nancy grasmick)
'... lessons that will tell about immigration, or how people came to this country, about how the port was defended in the War of 1812...'
KIDS CUTS

(narrator track)
it fires the imagination of these fourth-graders at crofton woods elementary.
SOT 2229-36 PATRICK FORBUSCG - PATRICK FORBUS         4TH GRADE, CROFTON WOODS ES

(sot patrick forbes)
'... the really cool things that everybody did in Maryland and all the jobs that everybody had.'
BACKTIME RUBY

(narrator track)
RUBY NAMES THREE ...
SOT RUBY BELLCG - RUBY BELL         4TH GRADE, CROFTON WOODS ES

(sot ruby bell)
' ... blacksmith, caulker, and porter...'
STILL PIC

(narrator track)
blacksmith, caulker, porter, and more.
SOT 1316-23 HELEN BENTLEYCG -HELEN DELICH BENTLEY        FORMER U.S. REPRESENTATIVE (MD)

(sot helen bentley)
'The port annually generates over a billion-and-a-half dollars ...'
WS BENTLEY

(narrator track)
former congresswoman helen delich bentley, long a port advocate, knows the numbers. 
CUTS OF CROWD

and she knows the importance of passing that knowledge on to the children.
SOT HELEN BENTLEY 1155-03

(sot helen bentley)
'... because of the potential of the kickoff of this wonderful educational project to make a real difference in how people observe the port.'
JAN MILES CUT

(narrator track)
yahn miles, captain of the pride of baltimore II, underscored the maritime flavor of baltimore.
SOT JAN MILES 2438-45CG - JAN MILES         CAPTAIN, PRIDE OF BALTIMORE II

(sot jan miles)
'A port is important for the ships to come to, but historically, it also speaks to our heritage.'
SOT JAN MILES (COVER W/MORE PORT PICS/SHIPS)

(sot jan miles)
'... a look toward the future, an relationships with foreign countries and foreign governments, it's how we identify ourselves.'
KIDS CUTSCG - FOR MORE INFORMATION:                   MDK12.ORG

(narrator track)
a look toward the future peers back through the past --
CHILD'S EYES -- 3 CUTS

and to these eyes the view is new --
3RD CHILD

and exciting.
WS - CLAPS

this is msde tv.
APPLAUSE & FADE

(nat full applause & fade)





